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Chapter 1 : I like it here at school ( edition) | Open Library
I like how the poems are in a chronological order. The first poems are about racing to the bus and the last poems are
about school getting out. I think this makes the poems more organized and makes the collection read almost as one
story.

Share via Email Comfy beanbags are one of the things children would like to have at school. Hundreds of
young people let us know in emails, essays, poems and pictures. Some of the ideas are blue-sky thinking: But
many are small and easy to implement. First-aid lessons, a choice of uniform and music instead of bells at
break time involve little cost or effort. Behind these specific, modest requests lie big ideas. The most
important aspect of education children want changed is the timetable. They wanted their educational
experience to be tailored to them. Sausage-machine schooling, with a one-size-fits-all schedule, is their biggest
complaint. They just want work that enthuses and means something to them. About half the entries were from
individual children; the rest were coordinated by teachers. Malorees infant school, London, asked their school
council members, aged four to seven, to speak to their classes to find out what their perfect school would be
like. However, they were very excited at the prospect of having their voice heard by a wider audience. No, of
course not," wrote one irate parent. But strategic thinking lies behind many of their suggestions. Imogen
Jagathesan, aged nine, thought it would be a good idea to have cookery lessons, but not just to bake cakes. If
grown-ups keep buying junk food for their children, the government will be paying out lots of money because
they will get ill when they are older," she explained. This degree of forward thinking was surprising; most
entries were from primary pupils. The Observer had run a competition under the same title. Feeling
comfortable is still important, with endless pleas for beanbags. But there are major differences over the last
decade. In , the most advanced technology requested was a laptop. Now an iPad is the most sought-after item.
Behind these Christmas-list demands are sound educational aims. I think it is a good idea because it would
stop people distracting each other. In assembly we could have a vote on what we would like and what we do
not want, only if it is within the school budget," wrote year-old Sam Gritt. Many children thought of the
commercial opportunities in their classroom. Now it has a far more international flavour, with Asian food
particularly popular. And as canteens close, almost every entry asked for the return of hot school dinners.
Some children wrote in to say their school was near-perfect although this was nearly always as part of a
school-led project. Many let us know about their school councils, although as many said they were tokenistic
and had no real power. When we were getting a new teacher, we had a lesson from three teachers and we were
asked which one we liked the best. They did choose her, so they listened to us," reported Hannah Stott, What
will we do with this wealth of ideas? We promised to listen to them. Who knows, perhaps we will end up with
horses and sheep in the playground after all.
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A good small collection of poems for the young reader. All the poems center around school. At first my impression was
that many of the poems were sort of negative, about how to hate school but then I saw that the message that was being
conveyed was more like trying to relate to the student and the trials and hassles they go through on a day to day.

So, is grad school worth it? According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics , the simple answer is yes. While there
are counterpoints to this idea like Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, or Oprah, who made their wild successes without
obtaining any degrees in higher education and data showing that an electrician or plumbing apprenticeship
may be a better investment than either a B. But this is all in the abstractâ€”and your real-life situation may not
appear so simple as a bar chart. What about the tuition costs, the investment of your time and effort, the job
opportunities and earning years you give up in the meantime, and the possibility that it might not work out the
way you want? The question most people need to ask first is: There are also differences in every industry and
every degree programâ€”some, like a medical degree, will get you a monetary return on investment sooner
than an MFA in painting. Earnings vary by industry, demographics, and location, and of course by individual,
and a graduate degree does not automatically line your pockets with more cash each week. In the short-term, it
will do the exact opposite. Degrees also gain and lose earning potential over time; going to law school was a
much better bet in the year , before natural learning search algorithms eliminated much of the entry-level
work, than it is today. You may also consider other factors like the value the graduate degree has beyond
earning potential. But no matter what type of degree you seek, it is work and it is a gamble. If you are
currently employed and the company will pay for it: Take advantage of professional advancement programs
within your current job. If your employer helps pay for grad school and you can juggle courses and your day
job, then go for it. This helps take care of one of the main drawbacks of graduate school: Depending on the
degree program, universities might even offer stipends and assistantships. Getting funding assistance of any
kind is one of the key bonuses that can help you get that degree to take you further in your professional
endeavors. And, if you can remain gainfully employed while seeking a degree, your personal risk is
considerably diminished. If you consider your qualifications for future positions: For some positions, you
simply need a graduate degree. The trickiness of the situation comes when you make yourself overqualified
for other positions. For example, if you have a graduate degree in marketing, but have no job experience, you
may be screened out of the applicant pool for entry-level jobs. In cases like this, it is vital to explore internship
opportunities while in school and cultivate real-world work experience too. If the degree has value beyond
earning potential: If you simply have a love of learning or a passion you want to follow, is it worth it? This
means you will enjoy grad school with its challenges, but you may set yourself back monetarily for a few
years. You may still end up with a sales job and a vast knowledge of 16th century painters in your head.
Beyond personal enrichment, there are other types of value for a graduate degreeâ€”for example, if the
program offers good connections and internships. This can help with careers that are harder to break into like
television, acting, or journalism. If you consider the money now vs. If you are considering using the degree to
teach at the college level: The job market for professors has stagnated over the last decade, with a severe glut
of degree holders and a dearth of jobs teaching full-time in university departments. Do the research on your
field and its job prospects before you commit to spending so many of your prime earning years in graduate
school for a teaching career that might never materialize, no matter how smart you are or hard you try.
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The lowest-priced item in unused and unworn condition with absolutely no signs of wear. The item may be missing the
original packaging (such as the original box or bag or tags) or in the original packaging but not sealed.

April 13, at 7: Then you got those gay ass bitches as teachers who want to smash yoour face in and embarrass
you for something that was their own fault. Who needs school anyway, all you do is shuffle back and forth
between endless classes and if you take the wrong way to your next period, you get face-to-face with a bully.
Yeah, I mean sure, you beat him up in self-defence, but the teacher that saw you changes that whole story
completely, next thing you know you get sent off to the juvinial delinquet center for a week until your
classmate comes and vouches for you. But then your class mate gets pulverized by a bully and his gang cuz he
got you out of prison. Not only do the classes, teachers and general school lunches suck, so do most of the kids
there too. Is the government trying to turn us into mindless meat-bags that are convinced that throwing
ourselves at any job the government needs us to do is for the good of society?!?! Let us ponder this, and with
strength, God, we will overcome this obstacle School is there to turn you into a little less of a dipshit. Dustin B
May 19, at 4: If they have one So School should like have lunch all day so we can hang with are friends when
we want and eat when we want Js Tae June 3, at I hated the developed school even more than the one that was
developed even in kindergarten. I then went into a first grade class that I overacheived enough to skip second
grade. But little did I know this only made my life worse. Then I enter third grade, nothing interesting here.
Then I went to forth grade and entered a classroom that looked ordinary. That was until Loma Linda lost
power and the heater stopped working. I came back to school tommorow and entered a classroom that was 28
degrees. That was so cold that it was below freezing point. Yet somehow I still got perfect attendance. Then I
enter sixth grade and get so overwhelmed with swithing classes that I move down to fifth grade.
Acedemiccaly, I was still in sixth grade but i had to move to sixth grade for personal reasons. In fifth grade
again , I had to deal with a yabbering teacher regularly. But it gets bad once you see an Aide. I first met an
Aide and had greif ever since. I also tried to complete all my work during the schoolday so I have no
homework. With Aides comes the sensory room and special privlages to see the school pycologist. The
sensory room contained item that I could use to cleverly hurt aides indirectly, but yet I failed to hurt the Aide
successfully. I also tried to run away with the tricycle. I failed to run away from the Aide. Then I meet the
school pycologist and things only got worse because they make you do more work than you are already
overwhelmed with. I ran away from my Aide so far around the school that everybody wondered how I ever
got around that far without getting tired. I ran through P. I swang so high that nobody could stop me, but the
Aides did and made me realize that you can jump off of the swing without getting hurt. Later, I go up to sixth
grade and worked for student council. I used my special privlages to infiltrate Student Council property. But
that only made more Aides come after me. The Aides pushed me so hard that I got forth place in the high
jump. That was an award for training to survive school. I went up to the office to discuss things directly with
the principal. Then I go to the office again and they lock all the doors on me. That was also the day they
researched PM Physical Management and used it against me. Then I went to another school where they do
field trips every day. They go shopping on Monday, do nothing on Tuesday, Do community service on
Wednesday, go to the group home on Thursday and do rewards trips on Friday. Rewards trips were anything
but good. They took me to Amazing Jakes on their nearly totaled vans. When I went to Amazing Jakes, I rode
in a go-cart with my classmate as a driver and crashed into a wall. Nobody came to help for several minutes,
so I thought about taking off my seat belt and exitting the car into traffic. And when I finally left Amazing
Jakes with a slinky to remember my pain and suffering there. That is simply how my school life is.
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If you don't like school, the first step is finding out why. You might not like school because a bully is bothering you, or
because a kid you don't like wants to hang around with you. Or maybe you don't get along with your teacher.

Lots of kids do. But what happens if you feel this way too much? School is a fact of life, and getting an
education can help you build the kind of future life you want. Signs of School Stress When you worry about
school, it can affect your body. A kid who feels stressed about school might have headaches or stomachaches.
You might feel "butterflies" or like you have to throw up. Having trouble sleeping is also a sign of stress.
Feeling tired can make your school day seem even worse. Staying home may seem like a good choice, but it
just makes it harder to go to school the next day. Maybe the work is too easy and you get bored. Your mom,
dad, relative, teacher, or school counselor will be able to help you. Another good idea is to write down your
feelings about school in a journal. You can use a journal or diary or just write in an ordinary notebook.
Teachers want and expect you to ask for help when you have trouble learning. If all of your subjects seem
really hard, a school counselor can help you sort things out. Special help with schoolwork is available if you
need it. Try not to let the problems go on too long. Feeling Better About School The next time you find
yourself disliking school, try this: Could you find a way to show off your special interests and talents? If you
made just one new friend, would you feel less alone? If you helped someone else feel less alone, would you
feel even better? Which activities could you try that would help you meet new friends? A bully may not
simply disappear. Reading may always be a challenge. Focus on what you can change and you might be able
to put the cool back in school!
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Open Library is an initiative of the Internet Archive, a (c)(3) non-profit, building a digital library of Internet sites and other
cultural artifacts in digital form.

Chapter 6 : The School I'd Like: here is what you wanted | Education | The Guardian
I Like It Here, I like the United States of America, I like the way that we live without fear, I like to do as I please, cause
I'm free as a breeze.

Chapter 7 : I Like It Here at School 26 Poems Collected and Introduced by Prelutsky | eBay
Time for a blast from the past! As we head into back to school season, here's a look back at what school in America was
like over the past few decades, from to

Chapter 8 : 14 Idaho School Staffers Placed on Leave After Dressing Up as the 'Border Wall'
Heartbreaking moment as Santa Fe High School student is asked if she thought a shooting 'would not happen' at her
school: "It's been happening everywhere. I've always kind of felt like eventually it was going to happen here too.".

Chapter 9 : Elementary school teachers in Idaho dressed up as a MAGA border wall for Halloween - CNN
Here's What It's Like For One Mother. For Sonia Lopez, the horrifying ritual that parents endure after a school shooting
has meant nursing her teen daughter through surgeries and watching her own marriage collapse.
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